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Electrical Installation of Wall Mount Infrared Panels /IP40 desien/

1 The infrared panel has double electrÍcal insulation /ungrounded phase, with zero connection/.

2 There is L piece of DN10 hole in the frame on the surface with the heat reflective material
/figure 1/; this is the hole where the connecting cable must be led through.

3 Near the hole used for leading through the connectÍng cable, on the external side ofthe
ínfrared panel, there is a connecting head, this is where the electric connection can be done
ftigare I/.

4 There is a protecting cap on the hole for the electric connection lFigure Il.

5 Remove this protecting cap /with a flat narrow tooV, putting the tool underneath the edge of the
cap.

6 You can Íind the terminals of the electrodes of the heating element, with terminal blocks at the
end of the wires /Figure 2/.

7 After leading it through the DN 10 hole, the connecting cable will come through the assembly
hole under the protecting cap ffigure 3/.

8 Connect the connecting cable and the electrodes of the heating element by means of the
terminal block in the connecting head /Figure 4/.

9 Put back the terminal block in the connecting heado then put back the protecting cap in its
place ffigures 5 and 6/.
Make sure that the cable in the connecting head is not under the terminal block /it might be
damaged mechanically/.

10 Do NoT drill or chisel the infrared panel; such interventions will invalÍdate the warranty.

There are two methods for fastening the infrared panels:

1 By using a unique frame /with separate mounting instructions atlached/.

2 By means of 4 pieces of DN5 holes on the plastic frame and the 5 mm thick distance piece' with
DN10 wall plugs and 5 mm x 80 mm Reisser screws.


